
Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance

INTRODUCING
KETTLE & SHOWER 
DESCALER
C903

To coincide with the comprehensive re-branding of 
our Commercial Hygiene ranges, we are proud to be 
launching new products that have been designed to meet 
the demands of our commercial customers.

We are proud to introduce the brand new HR11 Kettle & Shower Descaler, for 
the effective removal of scale on kettles, shower-heads, taps, chrome fittings 
and for general limescale removal on kitchen appliances. This new product has 
been extremely well received during our on-site trials. 

The Housekeeping Range of cleaning and maintenance products have 
been designed to the highest standards of commercial use. Arrow Solutions 
provide products that clean, sanitise and freshen all aspects of commercial 
housekeeping and continue to set the standard in cleaning and maintenance.

To learn more about HR11, give us a call or visit our website.
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HARD SURFACE CLEANER CONCENTRATE*
Fragranced multi-purpose hard surface cleaner.

GLASS & MIRROR CLEANER CONCENTRATE*
Streak free window and glass cleaner, removing nicotine 
stains, grease, traffic film, insects, general soiling and dust.

GLITZ POLISH
Rich creamy anti static polish for all wood surfaces.

COUNTRY FRESH DISINFECTANT
Highly concentrated QAC disinfectant with a fresh citrus 
fragrance, highly effective against mould and algae.

RESOLVE
Highly active biocidal powder for use in absorbing vomit, 
blood and other bodily fluids for easy disposal.

KETTLE & SHOWER DESCALER
For removal of scale on all types of kettles, shower-heads, 
taps, chrome fittings and for general limescale removal.

AIR FRESHENER CONCENTRATE*
Concentrated air reodourant and room freshener,  
leaving a long lasting vanilla fragrance.

WINDOW CLEANER RTU
Premium ready to use streak free window and glass cleaner.

ENZ-ODOURS
Enzymatic odour neutraliser and stain remover.

SUPERCLEAN LEMON
Universal cleaner and degreaser, suitable for use on most 
hard surfaces and floors, cleans & freshens with a citrus 
fragrance.

CHEWING GUM REMOVER
For removal of fresh or dried chewing gum whilst leaving 
surfaces stain free and carpet fibres undamaged.
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HOUSEKEEPING RANGE
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING PRODUCTS
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*Formula gives 100 trigger bottle doses per litre of concentrate

Trigger bottle packs available separately


